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The Investment Facilitation Center (CFI)
CONTEXT
The government of the Republic of Haiti issued a decree on November 16th, 2005 creating the Center
for investment facilitation (CFI) which appeared on issue No. 13 of Le Moniteur on January 31st, 2006.
The purpose of such was to facilitate both foreign and national investment operations in the country.
This organization aims at simplifying the process for those who are willing to set up businesses It also
provides assistance to seasoned investors and simplifies the process related to foreign Trade.
The CFI Board members coming from both public and private sectors caters to an old wish among
entrepreneurs who have always pleaded for a simplified, low-cost process to set up their enterprises in
the country
STRUCTURE
Under the supervision of the Ministry of Commerce, CFI is an autonomous administrative organization
which is structured as follows:
The Head Office that provides proper coordination, assisted by an Administrative Office and three
technical departments:
The Department of Promotion which is responsible for investment promotion and publication of
related information
The Department of Investment Facilitation which provides assistance to the investors
The Department of Studies and Commercial Information which defines the priority areas and assures
proper Legal status of businesses in Haiti .One has to notice that this is part of CFI's mission.
The General Policy of CFI is determined by a Board of Directors which is composed of 10 members (5
from the Public sector and 5 From the Private sector) and also a Consultation Committee.
MISSION
The specific mission of CFI is to provide any potential investor with all the necessary information that is
needed for their project. In doing so, it brings the usual lengthy paperwork to a bare minimum, reduces
the inherent cost, and also opportunities of corruption.
By providing adequate assistance to investors, CFI does not interfere in project study.
Furthermore, CFI represents the Technical Division of the Interdepartmental investment Commission
(CII) and that of the National Council of Free Zones (CNZF). Such capacity allows CFI to provide the
necessary information to prospective enterprises willing to benefit from the advantages related to free
zones as stipulated in the Investment Code and the free zone Statutes.

FUNCTIONS
CFI focuses its course of action around four basic functions: investment promotion, investment
facilitation (pre-investment and post-investment troubleshooting), the development and exploitation of
an economic and commercial information system (SIEC), the realization of studies aiming at the
ongoing betterment of legal status, regulations, and State benefits pertaining the business sector in Haiti.
Facilitation implies the series of structures and mechanisms implemented by the Authorities that aim at
facilitating commerce and investment in Haiti. Those structures and mechanisms may include:
?
New laws and regulations that respond to the needs of business operators
?
An economic and commercial information system that reduces the worries of the investors
?
Online availability of investment information and the ability to fill in administrative forms related to
investing.
?
Swift and transparent administrative procedures
?
A perfect coordination of public services that gradually ease up the different administrative steps for
the investor.
?
A particular tendency among the State Authorities to assist the investor (Haitian or foreign)in the
realization of their project. Thus developing a business leniency culture
?
Promotion and valorization of the country's opportunities.
CFI IS NOT A FINANCIAL ORGANIZATION
CFI does not interfere in the fields of financing. To benefit from the services of CFI, one must have at
least a business idea and CFI will help materialize it as far as the administrative procedures are
concerned

Abstract Haitian Investment Code 2002
Article 11. - Haitian investors and foreign investors enjoy the same rights and privileges.
However, foreign investors residing in Haiti must obtain permission to reside. No other
authorization, license or permit which is not required of Haitian investors is applicable to foreign
investors. Foreign investors pay taxes, duties and levies according to the schedules and
regulations which are applicable to Haitian investors.
The right to real estate property is guaranteed to foreign investors for the needs of their enterprise.
Investors have the same rights and prerogatives as Haitian investors in fulfilling the main purpose of
their enterprise.

INVESTMENTS ORIENTED TOWARDS
EXPORT AND RE-EXPORT
Article 29. - Any enterprise whose services or production is geared towards export or re-export is
entitled to the following tariff and fiscal relief:
1.- Exemption from customs duty and from income taxes on the import of equipment goods and
materials needed in installation, operations and production of the enterprise including among others:
·
machines and devices intended for prospecting and research;
·
conveyances exclusively intended for transportation of the enterprise's supply materials and
manufactured products;
·
buses solely assigned for the transportation of personnel, in conformance with the Labor Code;
·
tools and spare parts needed in repairing machinery, equipment and materials;
·
electrical and sanitary equipment needed in company installations;
·
devices and equipment intended for company security and surveillance;
·
products intended for production operations;
·
consumable items (catalysts, chemical accelerators, etc.);
2. - Temporary entry for active development of raw materials and packaging materials;
3. - General exemption from bonds or security deposits in the temporary entry of raw materials and
packaging materials;
4. - Exoneration from payroll taxes and other direct internal taxes; for a period which shall not exceed
fifteen (15) years.

5. - Exemption from audit charges.
INVESTMENTS IN AGRICULTURE
Article 30. - Investments in the following are considered as investments in agriculture:
1. high sea fishery;
2. industrial aquaculture;
3. industrial stockbreeding;
4. organic or non-organic horticulture (fruits and vegetables, decorative and medicinal plants,
flowers, teas, spices, etc.);
5. silviculture;
As well as all investments considered as such by the Inter-Departmental Commission on Investments.
Article 31.- Agricultural undertakings, companies for agricultural development, agricultural
cooperatives involved in activities defined in the preceding clause are entitled, in addition to the benefits
provided for by this Code and by laws on Agriculture, to the following benefits:
1. - customs duty and tax relief on import of equipment goods and materials necessary for the
establishment and operations of the enterprise, including:
o tractors, two-wheel tractors, fishing boats and outboard motors and any other equipment
necessary for the enterprise's operations;
o seed, fry, fertilizer, pesticides, plants, fungicides and all other agriculture, stockbreeding
and fishing inputs;
o nets, traps and other fishing equipment;
o devices and equipment used in the construction of hothouses, incubators for the
production of poultry;
o spare parts and tools used in equipment maintenance;
o post-harvest machines, tools and equipment such as gins, pulpers, grain threshing
machines;
o packaging, preserving and processing materials and all equipment deemed necessary in
company production.
2. - Exemption from payroll taxes and all other direct internal taxes for a period which shall not
exceed fifteen (15) years.
3. - Exemption from the security deposit provided for by the Customs Tariff Code for temporary
entry imports.

Article 32. - Investments in the following, among others, are considered as investments in
handicrafts production:
·
Sculpture;
·
Painting;
·
Iron work, metal cut outs;
·
Woodwork;
·
Basketwork;
·
Pottery;
·
Embroidery;
·
Brickwork;
·
Tanning and leatherwork;
·
Spinning and weaving;
·
Tapestry and printing on textiles;
As well as all other investments considered as such by the Inter-Departmental Commission on
Investments.
Article 33.- Handicrafts companies and cooperatives involved in the activities defined by the
previous clause or approved by the Inter-Departmental Commission are entitled, in addition to the
benefits provided for by this Code and by handicrafts laws, to the following benefits:
1. Customs duty and tax relief on the import of equipment goods and materials needed in the
establishment and operations of these companies, including:
o Equipment, materials and supplies and accessories needed by the enterprise;
o Packaging supplies and materials;
o Spare parts and tools needed in repairing these materials and equipment.
2) Exemption from payroll taxes and other direct internal taxes for a period which shall not
exceed fifteen (15) years.
3) Exemption from the security deposit provided for by the Tariff Code for temporary entry
imports.

INVESTMENTS IN NATIONAL INDUSTRY
Article 34. - All investments involving the processing of raw materials of local or foreign origin
for the production of goods with an added value of at least 35% and intended for local consumption
are considered as preferred investments.
Commercial activities are excluded, such as: conditioning and packaging of goods imported in
bulk.
Article 35. - Companies engaged in the activities defined by the preceding clause and approved by
the Inter-Departmental Commission on Investments are entitled, in addition to the benefits
provided for by this Code, to the following benefits:
1. - Customs duty and tax relief on the import of equipment goods and materials needed in
the establishment and operations of the enterprise, including:
o Machines and devices intended for prospecting and research;
o Conveyances exclusively intended for the transportation of company supplies and
finished products;
o Buses exclusively assigned for transporting personnel, in conformance with the
Labor Code;
o Tools and spare parts needed in repairing machines, equipment and materials;
o Electric and sanitary equipment needed in company installations;
o Devices and equipment used in company security and surveillance;
o Exemption, for a period which shall not exceed twenty (20) years, from customs
duties on raw materials to be used in processing. If the enterprise in question has
undergone modernization or rehabilitation, the period for this exemption shall not
exceed five (5) years.
2. - Exoneration from payroll taxes and other direct internal taxes for a period which shall
not exceed fifteen (15) years.
3. - Exemption from the security deposit provided for by the Tariff Code for temporary
entry imports.

VI.FOREIGN TRADE ZONES
Article 40.- Promoters, operators and users of foreign trade zones (physical persons or corporate
bodies) shall be entitled, in addition to the benefits provided for by this Code, to fiscal and customs
benefits mentioned in the law on foreign trade zones.

VII. OTHER SECTORS AND SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS
Article 41.- Physical persons or corporate bodies who submit qualifications as well as financial
guarantees, may enter into such agreements with the State, according to the law, for the establish in
Haiti of business concerns which are considered to be of particular interest for the collectivity due to
their inherent characteristics, to the size of the investment they require, to the high priority attributed to
their realization or to the strategic nature of the field of business. These agreements will specifically
define the special status granted to the business concern, the related special benefits, as well as the
obligations in exchange due from the beneficiary/beneficiaries.
Article 28.- In the case of renovations, reequipping, expansion, rehabilitation, modernization of
companies benefiting from incentives or from benefits which are already approved by the InterDepartmental Commission on Investments, these companies can only benefit from:
a) fiscal and duties exoneration on the import of equipment goods and materials.
b) exemption from deposits and guarantees provided for by the Tariff Code for the same goods on
temporary entry. exemption from deposits and guarantees provided for by the Tariff Code for
the same goods on temporary entry.

FISCAL ADVANTAGE
Article 27.- Companies involved in activities provided for by Article 19 and approved by the InterDepartmental Commission benefit, in addition to privileges provided for by this Code and the
legislation in effect, from the following fiscal breaks:
1) Total exoneration from income taxes for a period which shall not exceed fifteen (15)
consecutive years.
After the total exoneration period, partial taxation will be applied as follows:
a) at the end of the first year, fifteen percent (15%) of income will be taxable;
b) at the end of the second year, thirty percent (30%) of income will be taxable;
c) at the end of the third year, forty-five percent (45%) of income will be taxable;

d) at the end of the fourth year, sixty percent (60%) of income will be taxable;
e) at the end of the fifth year, eighty percent (80%) of income will be taxable;
f) at the end of the sixth year, the totality of the enterprise's income will be taxed according to
the income tax law. The enterprise will not benefit from renewal or extension of the
exemption except in cases of fortuitous events, according to article 26 of this Code.
2) Accelerated depreciation:
a)Built-up properties
b)Heavy equipment: motors, heavy machinery, tools,
stationary equipment
c)Operating furnishings
d)Light equipment: tools and instruments, air conditioners,
computer equipment
e)Rolling stock
f)Software
g)Naval and air equipment
h)Office equipment
i)Dishes, drinking glasses, kitchen untensils, silverware
(hotel industry)
j)Linen (hotel industry)
k)Stars-up costs
l)Fixtures, furnishings and installations
m)Development costs
n) Survey and research costs
o) Tractors

10%per year
25%
20%
50%
50%
100%
50%
33%
100%
100%
50%
20%
33%
100%
25%

Article 36.- Industrial concerns which export a portion of their production or who sell it to a
concern involved in export, are exempt from paying Sales Taxes (TCA) on these sales.
Article 39.- When a tourism-related enterprise must use property that is part of the private and/or
public domain of the State in realizing its project, the Ministry in charge of Tourism, after approval
of the case by the Inter-Departmental Commission on Investments and by the Municipality, will
authorize the granting of a lease for a period that shall not exceed fifty (50) years
Article 23.- Foreign employees working in a company benefiting from incentives and whose contract
period is longer than three (3) months is exempt from foreigners business license taxes, but they must
previously obtain a work permit and the company may obtain a permit to employ without paying related
duties.
Article 25.- Any payment made abroad for the purchase of technology (license, franchise, etc.) by a
company operating in Haiti under the auspices of this Code is considered as an operating expense for the
duration of use, on the proof that this operation responds to real need on the part of the company. The
same is applicable to salaries paid to foreign technicians traveling to Haiti whose stays do not exceed six
(6) weeks to install new equipment or to train personnel.
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Choice of Company Legal Profiles in Haiti
Haitian legislation provides for the
existence of different patterns of organization as for
the creation of companies:
Personal Company;
General partnership
Limited Partnership;
Joint Stock Company;
Limited Liability Company;
Branch of Foreign Companies;
Cooperative Companies

level of the requirements to comply with at the time
of their creation.
Private national and foreign investments
are both completed through Joint Stock Companies;
Haitian Legislation Firms or Branches of Foreign
Companies considering the flexibility of this type of
Company which facilitates the call to public
savings, and the mobility of the shareholders and
absence of responsibility for the company's debts.
Preliminary Requirements

It is important to choose the legal
structure that better matches your means,
motivations, and personality.
These types of companies have major
d i ff e r e n c e s i n r e l a t i o n s h i p w i t h l e g a l
responsibilities, fiscal obligations, and also at the

For someone willing to embark on
creating a Limited Liability Company in Haiti, the
major requirements to comply with are summed up
in the following table:

Registration of the Limited Liability Company
The Limited Liability Company is an activity gathering several people. It must first exist as a
legal entity before obtaining the Professional Identity Card (CIP).
Administrative Requirements

Operating Mode
Two copies of each of the following documents:

Request sent by a lawyer
to the Ministry of Commerce
and Industries, (MIC)
A copy must be delivered to
the Direction of Investment
Facilitation CFI for follow-up.

-The statutes of the company
-The act certifying the deposit of the statutes at a Notary Public
by a lawyer
-The charter
-The act of subscription and payment by each subscriber of at
least ¼ of the value of the shares subscribed.
-Certificate of Deposit at the National Bank of Credit (B NC)
of at least ¼ of the minimum capital required for the activity.
-Report by an auditor for the account in the case of contribution
in kind.
-Minutes of the 1st General Assembly.
-The blue vignette available at the Ministry (25) gourdes.
-Attestation of payment for processing the case (250) gourdes.
Registration cost at MCI amounts to two hundred seventy-five
(275) gourdes.

Transmission of the case to
the Direction of Legal Affairs
(DAJ).

Company Creation Notice:
-A letter of transmission of the complete case to the Prime
Minister's Office for publication in Le Moniteur.
-A letter to the applicant authorizing the company to operate.
From now on, the company is a legal entity. It is opposable to third persons starting with its
publication in Le Moniteur. The Board may, on reception of the license, apply for the CIP
The beneficiary is invited to pay certain publication fees at
Publication of the Company
Presses Nationales. 750 gourdes for the page of 8 ½ x 11cms
Deliverance deadline

Registration of the Company at MCI four (4) days.
Publication in Le Moniteur sixty (60) days from the date of
payment.
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Choice of Company Legal Profile in Haiti
A foreign investor, in settling in Haiti, has
the choice between the personal company, the creation
of a company and the opening of a Branch of a Foreign
Company. The previous columns deal with the creation
of a company in Haiti. Today, we are dealing with
branches of foreign companies.
A branch is a direct extension of the foreign
company. It is considered as the local unit dependent
on the mother company that runs directly the activities
and defines the tasks of the former. The operations of
the branch are completed in the name and under the
responsibility of the mother company.
As a result, the Branch must be registered in
the Trade Register of Haiti and with all the authorities
(fiscal, social, and so on). Like all economic entities, it
must declare its local accounts; pay its duties based on
its operations in Haiti.
Some foreign companies establish branches
for tax considerations. The realization of an investment
through a branch allows the foreign company to extend
its activities, increase its income but may as well
compensate for the loss from the Haitian branch by
taxed profits realized in other countries. In any case it is
timely to review the foreign laws dealing with
applicable taxes in order to determine if it is possible

for the company to resort to such Internal Revenue
compensations.
As the branch of a company is not a legal
entity distinct from the mother company, the latter
remains responsible for debts, liabilities and
obligations of the Haitian branch. Thus, resorting to a
branch directly subjects the foreign company to
Haitian laws.
However, some companies, before
requesting registration at the Ministry of Commerce
and Industries (MCI), have to contact other State
institutions in order to obtain the operation license or
a favorable opinion. Those are Insurance Companies,
Finance Companies, Banks and Security Companies.
Preliminary Steps
For someone who decides to open a branch
of a foreign company in Haiti, the main requirements
to comply with are summed up in the following
table:

Registration of the branches of the foreign companies
Administrative Requirements
Request sent to MCI by a lawyer for
submitting the statutes of the company
and for legal follow-ups. (The deposit
of the ¼ of the authorized capital is not
required).

Operating Mode
-Legalization of the statutes and the charter
of the company at the General Consulate
of Haiti at the registered address of the
company.
-Legalization of the signature of the Consul
at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Haiti.
-If there is no Haitian Consulate in the country

Deliver a copy of the request to the
Investment Facilitation Center (CFI)
for follow-up.

where the company has its registered address,
legalize the documents at a Notary Public in
the jurisdiction of the company.
- Legalize the signature of the Notary Public at
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the given
country.
-Appoint a lawyer in Haiti for the required

procedures
- Have the documents written in foreign
languages translated by an expert appointed
by the Dean of the competent Court of First
Instance.
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Cooperatives
An investor, a Haitian or a foreigner, willing to invest in Haiti has the
choice, according to his goals and partners, between companies and Cooperatives.
In the previous columns, INVESTING IN HAITI has largely exposed the different
types of companies and the registration procedures. The current column is dealing
with Cooperatives.
A Cooperative is an autonomous association of people voluntarily
joined to meet their common economic, social, and cultural needs and aspirations
through an Enterprise whose ownership is collective and where the power is
democratically exercised. (ACI, Sept. 95). The International Cooperative Alliance
(ACI) which includes all the cooperative movements of the world has reaffirmed
the values and principles underlying cooperation during its congress held in
Manchester, England in September 1995. There are two main categories of
cooperatives:
- Savings and Credit Cooperative (CEC) and
- non CEC
In the second category we find:
-

Agricultural Cooperatives
Consumer Cooperatives
Retailer's Cooperatives
Cooperatives of Employees (teachers, physicians, lawyers,
and so on).
Housing Cooperatives, etc.
The fundamental values of the Cooperatives are taking oneself in
charge, mutual and personal responsibility, democracy, equality and solidarity.
Faithful to the spirit of the founders, the members of the cooperatives adhere to
ethical principles based on honesty, transparency, social responsibility and
altruism.
The cooperative principles constitute the guiding lines that allow the
cooperatives to put their values into practice. These are:
1: Voluntary adherence and accessibility for everyone
2: Democratic power exercised by the Members
3: Economic Participation of the Members
4: Autonomy and Independence
5: Education, Formation, and Information
6: Cooperation between the cooperatives
7: Commitment towards the Community
The members of a cooperative are at the same time owners and
consumers. In this case, the cooperative has always as effect to eliminate the
intermediate agents.
A cooperative company does not have customers. The members are at
the same time owners and consumers of the cooperative company. Besides the
partner's share that s/he holds in the company, the cooperative member becomes
one of the owners of the cooperative and this title gives him or her the right to do
business with the cooperative, to share in its administration, to become a board
member and to participate finally in the definition of the orientations of his or her
cooperative.
The cooperative belongs equally to all the members who have
subscribed to a partnership share. It is nominative (issued in the name of just one

individual), cannot be sold to another person, does not get any increase in value,
provides limited interests. It is finally reimbursable under certain conditions and
constitutes somehow the member's “risk capital”.
The members as owners-users of their company insure,
democratically, its orientation and control. This power is exercised on the
occasions of general assemblies during which every member has the right to but
one vote, no matter the number of partner's shares that he or she holds.
A member has the right but to one vote no matter the number of
partner's shares that he or she holds, and vote by proxy is forbidden. The general
assembly of the members is sovereign for all major decisions having to do with
the enterprise. The members have thus control over their enterprise.
To be admitted into a cooperative, a member must be able to use the
services offered by the cooperative. The members participate in the results of
their cooperative according to a particular mode. Indeed, contrarily to the general
practice in other types of enterprises, operation surplus, when shared between the
members, is done on the basis of operations completed by each one of them with
the enterprise, and not on the basis of their contribution in terms of capital.
The cooperative's goal is not uniquely to make profit: it aims
preferably at providing services or goods to its members at the best prices. It
brings them therefore new ones as soon as they have used these goods and
services.
If the cooperative realize surplus, they are shared equitably among
the members. As they wish, the excess tax payments realized with the members
may be returned to them as commission in proportion with the businesses done
with the cooperative, or used for the development of the enterprise.
A legal obligation however is made to the members that will grant
one part of the excess payments to the general reserve of the cooperative. In
addition, the norm of caution related to the sufficiency of proper funds
recommends that the financial institutions provide for their capitalization up to a
certain level before distributing the surplus to the owners.
In the case of a Savings and Credit cooperative, the rebate may take
on one of the following forms:
a preferential rate on the shared capital,
a reduction of the costs of the products and services,
a reduction of administrative fees, and so on.
Finally, it is clear that the cooperative is not the philanthropic
enterprise which some well-meaning people sometimes take it for. In fact, the
cooperative members are people who gather in an enterprise in order to have
more force, so that they can better defend their interests. In this case, the
cooperation rather constitutes an appropriate means to really take oneself in
hands.
Even if it is different, the cooperative enterprise evolves in the
same economic context as the other enterprises, it must have the same
administrative demands to ensure its economic profitability and moreover it
must, function in conformity with the rule of cooperative venture.

Registration of a cooperative
Operating monde

Administrative requirement
Submit a request to Conseil National des
Coopératives ( Council National of the
Cooperatives )
A copy to be given to Centre de
Facilitation des Investissements (Center
of Investments Facilitation) ( CFI)

Request to be written in one copy and 3 originals with the following bit of information
?
Cover letter addressed to the CNC
?
Charter of the cooperative to be registered at the DGI office where the head office of the
cooperative is located duly signed by 7 of its members
?
A duplicate of the statutes signed by the managers and the directors of the cooperative
?
Rules of procedure signed by the managers and the directors
?
Minute of proceeding:
a)
Constitutive general meeting
b)
Last general meeting

?
A business plan or projected operating account
?
Opening statement of account
Processing fee
Validity period

Processing deadline

The file processing fee cost a total of two thousand and five hundred
(2500) gourdes.
The registration of the CEC is for an unlimited
lifetime, whereas that of non CEC is for 3 years
renewable
30 days from the date the request is submitted
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The ProfessionalIdentity Card (CIP)
The CIP is the identification document of
all companies or professionals exercising a
commercial or industrial activity throughout the
national territory. It is issued by the Ministry of
Commerce and Industries in the capital city, and by
the regional directions in the provinces. The CIP
attests to the registration of this activity at MCI.
The acquisition of the CIP is not
submitted to any prerequisite or particular

condition. The foreigners holding their valid
residence permit and the license book and the
national citizens can get it the same way.
The preliminary steps
The entrepreneur or the professional that
wishes to obtain his CIP will have to comply with
the requirements mentioned in the following table:

The Professional Identity Card
Administrative Requirements

Operating Mode

First step
Acquisition at the Direction Générale
des Impôts (DGI) of the four documents
opposite.

?
Fiscal Registration Card 50 gourdes ;
?
License Contribution Notice : from 400 to 2000 gourdes

according to the profession ;
?
CIP Contribution Notice: 6 gourdes;
?
License Certificate.

Step two
Fiscal Registration Card;
Deposit by way of request of the documents ?
opposite at the Direction of Interior
?
License Contribution Notice;
Commerce of the Ministry of Commerce ?
CIP Contribution Notice
and Industries (MCI).
?
License Certificate;
?
Two (2) ID photographs.
Communication of the deposit receipt of
?
Fees for processing the case at MCI, from 250 to 500 gourdes
these documents at the Center of Facilitation
according to the profession.
of Investments (CFI) for follow-up.
Inspection of the place by MCI

Visit of the places housing the enterprise (legal entity
or natural person) to check their conformity with the
intended activities.

Other documents required in relationship with the status or nature of the applicant
Foreigner: residence permit and valid license book;
General partnership: copy of the newspaper with large distribution having published the creation notice;
Limited Liability Company: copy of MCI authorization or that of the official paper Le Moniteur having
published the statutes of the company;
Trading of pharmaceutical products: authorization of the Ministry of Public Health and the Population;
Sales representatives: Valid Registration Certificate from the office of the Court of First Instance of the
address of the company;
Travel Agency: Copy of the official paper Le Moniteur having published the presidential order appointing
the beneficiary immigration officer;
Shipping Agency: Authorization of the National Port Authority (APN);
Authorized Customs Agents: Assent Certificate from the General Administration of the Customs (AGD);
Mailing Service: authorization from the Postal Office of Haiti (OPH);
Stockbroker: presidential order appointing the beneficiary stockbroker;
Transfer Company: copy of the official paper Le Moniteur publishing the authorization from the Ministry of
Economy and Finances.
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The Brand Name
The brand name, trade name or service name is a sign or a
combination of signs used to distinguish the products or services
emanating from a natural person or a legal entity. The distinctive trait of a
sign designed in order to constitute a mark is appreciated when it comes to
specific products or services.
Are considered brand names the following: the name under a
distinctive form, the emblems, imprints, stamps, seals, vignette, particular
combination of colors, signatures, decorative drawings, fanciful words or
names, pictures in general, any special sign or name that the abovementioned manufacturers, industrialists, traders or companies adopt or
apply to their products in order to mark their industrial, trading, or
agricultural activity and to tell them apart from those of the same category.
The same faculty is applied to titles or inscription that,
without being items subject to sales are particular names adopted by
pawn-shops, services and companies.
The following cannot be adopted or used as trade name or
trademark: national or municipal flags or badges, immoral or scandalous
figures, distinctive signs already registered or that may give way to
confusion with other brands, portraits or names of alive people, without
their authorization, sentences, names or mottoes that constitute the
company name, or one of its essential parts or characteristics of an
individual doing trading activities or offering items or goods of the same
sort as those covered by the brand name.
The purpose of the brand name is to confer to its owner an
exclusive right over the exploitation of the latter and therefore to object to
its use by a third party.
In order to determine if two brand names are likely to be
confused, it is necessary to examine namely if they infer any doubt about
the identity of the manufacturer and if they have a similar consonance as
applied to products of the same sort. Moreover, possible confusion will be
determined according to the similarities rather than the differences that
exist between the brand names; it will not be appreciated by placing one
nest to the other and leaving them together but preferably by looking at

them in turn and by wondering if the impression made by the first recalls
the impression made by the second, considering their overall aspects.
Registration may be therefore refused or cancelled for brand
names that do not have any distinctive trait or that consist exclusively in
words, symbols or signs used in trading to name the nature, the kind, the
quality, the quantity, the use, the place of origin of the products, the time of
production or that have become, at the time of the request for registration
general names of items, usual or generic terms, either in the general
language, or in the trading field.
In this case, to determine the distinctive character of a given
brand name, it is necessary to take into account all the existing
circumstances, particularly the duration of the use of the brand name and
the question if the generic term has, as a matter of fact, acquired a
secondary meaning and identifies in the mind of the consumer only the
products and services of the petitioner.
The existence of a registered foreign brand will not keep
someone from using its patronymic name, but the latter will not be
recorded except at the bottom of the tag and in fine prints.
Nevertheless, the registration of the brand names is optional
except in the case of medicinal and pharmaceutical products for which
registration is a must.
Registration, in Haiti, of a brand name or trade name will be
valid for a period of ten (10) years from the registration date and that may
be renewed for similar periods of time according to the requirements
established.
If the owner of a brand has certain rights, he or she has as well
different obligations, namely the exploitation of the former. Otherwise, he
or she is deprived of his or her rights. In order to keep them, he should also
make it a point to renew his or her deposit and actively defend his or her
brand against its use by third parties. His or her inertia is, as a matter of fact,
likened to a kind of tolerance that deprives him/her of the right to act
against theses uses.

Registration of a brand name
Operating Mode

Administrative Requirements

Request to be written in one original and one copy containing the following bits of information:
Submission of a request
`-last name, first name and domicile of the petitioner (corporate name and
for this purpose at the
registered address if it is a company);
Ministry of Commerce and
-number of the fiscal identification card;
Industries
-products and services covered by the brand;
-a 10-gourde stamp affixed on the original.
Submit a copy to the Direction
-In the event of a dual brand (i.e. logo + name) or drawing, it is obligatory to make a
of Investment Facilitation
description of it and annex five copies with the request. If the owner of the
(CFI) for follow-up
brand is a foreigner, it is an obligation that he appoint a lawyer to represent
him/her
Publication of the brand
Legal deadline for contesting

Pay publication fees to Presses Nationales
It is necessary to wait for two (2) months and one day after publication in Le Moniteur to make
sure that there is no opposition by third parties

Authorization letter for compliance
To be obtained from the Ministry of Commerce and Industries once the legal deadline for
with fiscal charges related to
contesting is over.
registration
Fiscal aspects related to
registration

The beneficiary pays the registration fees (63.00 gourdes) directly to DGI on presentation of
the letter of authorization issued from the Ministry of Commerce and Industries.
For facilitation purpose, he may alternately submit to MCI a certified cheque or banker's
cheque to the order of DGI

Processing fees

Two hundred and fifty gourdes (250) by class. Likewise, to the request will be affixed as many
stamps as there are classes;

Minutes of the Registration

Drawn up by the Ministry of Commerce and Industries when the receipt for tax payment to DGI
is shown and on presentation of the stamps and vignette related to the minutes.
The beneficiary has the right to an exemplified copy.

Execution deadline

Three days starting with the compliance with the procedure related to the registration minutes
and if the request has to do with only one brand name.

Interest in the procedure

To avoid the use of the brand name by other natural people, or legal entities.
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The Company name
This is the designation under which an
individual has his commerce. The company name
refers to a commercial establishment or a company.
It is also defined as the name under which a
commercial company is operated and known by its
customers. And lastly, more simply, the name under
which the merchant has his commerce.
Shall be considered as company name, the
name of individuals, family name and corporate
name used by the manufacturers, industrials,
merchants or farmers to refer to their business or
industry as well as the name of their firms, the name
or the title adopted and used by the associations,
cooperation or non-trading company, industrials,
commercials or agricultural.
The company name of people or firms
established in a state granting the same rights to
Haitian nationals, shall be protected in Haiti. It is
exempted of registration or submission.
The company name is acquired by use. It
is protected from the action of unfair competition.
This protection; however, depends on the extent of
its notoriety; thus, the company name constitutes an
opposable precedence to a brand only if it is known
nationwide.

Lastly the company benefits from an international
juridical protection provided for in article 8 of the
Union Convention of Paris for the protection of
industrial property of March 23, 1883.
The protection granted to the company
name in Haiti shall be:
1) Prohibition to third parties to use or to
register for the same type of activity, a
company name similar or of a similitude
that might lead to confusion with the
registered one or exempted of registration
in accordance with article 24 of the code
of commerce of Haiti.
2) Prohibition to third parties to use or to
register a brand name whose distinctive
elements reproduce all or essential parts of
a registered or exempted from registration
company name.
The registration of the company name
shall be renewed every 10 years. This renewal shall
be made at the request of the petitioner or his
representative. The company name refers to the
company, whereas the brand name is linked
directly to the products of the company.

Registration of a company name
Administrative Requirements

Operating Mode

Submit a request at the Ministry
of commerce and industry
Submit a copy to the Direction
of Investment Facilitation

The request regarding the registration of the company must bewritten in one original
and two copies and containing the followingbit of information: last name, first name
and domicile of the the petitioner, number of his fiscal identification card, company
name to be registered, and activities to which refer the company name

Authorization letter for
compliance with fiscal charges

To be obtained from the Ministry of Commerce and Industry on the basis of
the request submission

Fiscal aspects related to
registration.Two stages:
?
DGI
?
MCI

Payment of the registration of the registration fees (163,00
gourdes) directly to DGI on presentation of the letter of authorization issued from
the Ministry of Commerce and Industry for this purpose;
Purchase a dry seal of twenty-five 25 goudes and two stamps of (11) at the
Ministry of Commerce and Industry(MCI)

Delivery of the document proving
the registration Of the company Two weeks from the date of submission of the request
name
Expeditious procedure

Submit a request with a check of (163) to the order of DGI for the Payment of the
registration fees. Purchase the dry seal and the stamps at the ministry of Commerce
& Industry Processing fees of 250 gourdes

Delivery time

One (1) and half week from the date of the publication of the request

Interest in the procedure

To avoid the use of the company name by natural people or legal entity

Validation period

10 years renewable
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Exportation Free Zones (ZFE)

Free zones are spaces enclosed as
regards with customs duties and trading
regulations in vigor in the host country. Under
favorable conditions and good governance,
industrial free zones can realize the essential
objectives of job creation and increase of income
in foreign currency. Job creation is one of the
main advantages of free zones.
In developing countries having a
relatively high rate of unemployment, the
industrial free zones represent an effective
mechanism for the reduction of economic and
social burdens of the huge unemployment
reservoirs. The industrial free zones may have
net positive significant effects on the economy
of the host country seeing that the salaries paid
to the employees tend to be higher than their
opportunity costs.
There are four objectives, non
exclusive of one another, which are
responsible for the implementation of free
zone mode;
1- The first aims at engaging a
process of industrial development; Korea and
Taiwan are good examples of this. The have
integrated the ZFE in a more extended scheme
of economic reforms.
2- The second objective meets the
approach of Tunisia where the expansion of
the free zones constitutes a safety valve to
reduce the problems of unemployment and
rake in foreign currencies.
3- The third objective consists in
using theses enclosures, namely in China, as
laboratory to experiment the free market

economy.
4- Finally, most free zones aim at
attracting foreign investments in view of
improving the competitiveness of the
economies.
Besides these specific objectives, the
countries try to favor through the
implementation of ZFEs, the transfers of
technology and to improve the effectiveness of
their production system, thanks to the favorable
incidence of the presence of foreign companies
on the formation of local labor force and their
demonstration effects.
In Haiti the law on free zones dated
back July 24, 2002. The Free Zones National
Commission is the regulating entity and the
General Direction of the Free Zones aims at
managing the operation of the said zones on the
entire Haitian territory. The Investment
Facilitation Center since its creation in 2006
has been in charge of the assessment of the
requests related to creation of free zones
submitted by the promoters.
Up to now, only one free zone has
been implemented in Haiti since the
promulgation of the said law. Other
authorizations allowing the creation of free
zones have been granted afterwards by the
Haitian State.
The table that follows shows with
details the administrative process to follow as
well as the operating mode aiming at obtaining
the assent on the account of the advantages of
the law on free zones.
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Agreement Regarding the title of advantages and privileges of the law concerning the free zones
Operating Mode

Administrative Requirements

The applicant shall fill out a form available at CFI.

Submit a request to the
Centre for the
Investment
facilitation(CFI)

Processing of the document

Notification of
authorization to DZF

Presentation of the
technical study

He shall submit a request in duplicate on which a detailed economic study shall be
shown indicating the place or location of the form and the mass plan (building to be
built, green space to improve and accommodation to be offered)
The request shall be sent to CFI and provide the following information
?
the description of the project and the implementation schedule;
?
the identity of the actors: developer and/or operators, the signatories,
stockholders and/or investors ( last name, first name, address, nationality and
related document);
?
titles and document authenticating ownership right or lawful occupation of
the location/field retained as project site;
?
the list of equipment and material to receive, etc.;
?
the various accommodation to put in place;
?
Approximate number of employees ( Haitians/foreigners)

Administrative Requirements
Notification of
decision results of
the National
Committee of Free
Zones

The complete technical study must be submitted within six (6) months that follow
the signing of the agreement in principle with CNZF.
After this deadline, the developer shall be liable to a warning,
except if he shall be able to justify the delay; in which case, he shall have the right
to benefit from a month deferment.
If the study is still not submitted within the allotted time ( a period of
one month ) the Direction of the Free Zones (DFZ) shall be legally authorized to
render the file null and void;
Any reconsideration of the file sanctioned because of lateness shall imply
the payments of reconsideration fee and immediate submission of the technical
study.
N.B. Il shall be the responsibility of the CFI to ensure that the legal
deadlines are complied with in order to prevent DZF from taking any decision to
render the file null and void

Means of appeal in
case of reject

Analysis of the technical
study

The statutes of the sub free zones—proved to facilitate the migration of industrial
parks ( public or private ) existing toward free zones so to speak—shall be
awarded on verification of the compliance of projects with regulation and
principles that have previously been formulated, especially:
?
a clear limit of the field/land with fence facilitation Customs Control;
?
the presence within the fencing, solely for Free enterprises;
?
compliance of the projects with ISO-14001 norms related to the environment;

and
?
availability of spaces by custom, equipped with materials necessary to its

If the initial decision is maintained, there shall be (15) fifteen days to
institute a second appeal to be submitted to the committee of appeal
composed of the following ministries: Commerce and Industry,
Economy and Finances, Social Affairs.
The legal deadlines are respectively three (3) business days for the
notification of the members of this committee and eight (8) days for
the study of the records of the parties. The participation of the
applicant shall be authorized to allow him to defend his case.
In case of cancellation of the initial decision, the CNZF shall be called
upon to give verdict on the case.
N.B: The logistics for the functioning of mechanisms that have to with
activities of CNZF and the Appeal Committee shall be the partly
responsibility of CFI whose action shall be viewed as adjuvant to the
DZF.

Approval of
status of Free
Zone and SubFree Zone

Both status shall be given on the basis of concession duly approved
by an agreement or convention between the President of
CZNF—representing the Haitian Government—and the beneficiary
establishing the range of advantages and privileges as well as the
obligations for the latter.
The Agreement of Convention between the Haitian Government and
the developer shall be sanctioned or approved by an order to be taken
by the council of ministers.
The duration of the concession shall be 25 years renewable for the
Free Zones and 10 years for the Sub Free Zones.

Legal requirement in The agreement or convention on the Sub Free Zones shall take effect
terms of publishing upon the publishing of the notice of the CNZF therein in the official
journal Le Moniteur. Fees and charges of this publishing shall be the
responsibility of the developer.

Legal deadline of
establishment

The technical study shall be communicated to CNZF via the CFI.
The CFI shall proceed with the registration of the date of the
transmission of the study to ensure the follow up, then it shall be transmitted to
DZF to be analyzed.
The analysis of the technical study shall based on criteria of the
requirements (previously formulated) linked to the nature of the free zone that the
developer intends to establish.
The station of the free zone shall be granted on the basis of the
fulfillment of the technical specifications. A special attention shall be given to the
following aspects:
?
location of the suitable establishment avoiding as much as possible
inconsiderate use of agricultural spaces;
?
Decisions taken to ensure the impermeability of the fence and facilitate the
job of the General Administration of Custom.
?
Warranty offered with regard to the quality of the basic infrastructure and that
of essential services: water, energy, telecommunication, the system of
roads, the system of waste products and solid residue processing, drainage;
?
Abide by the environmental, sanitary norms and others;
?
Fulfilling technical specifications related to the adjustment repair of the
building
(comfortable working environment with ventilation system
and fire prevention).

In case a request is turned down, the developer shall be notified
by letter with acknowledgment receipt in case of agreement,
the beneficiary shall also be notified

In case of reject of a document, the developer shall have thirty (30)
days beginning from the date of notification, to institute appeal
proceedings against it to be submitted to the same CNZF

Registration, dispatching of the file by the CFI to CNZF, via the Direction des
Zones Franches ( Direction of Free Zone ) DZF to be analyzed.
Analysis of the file by the DZF in reference especially to:
?
eligibility of the performer, as defined by a good moral and professional
reputation, a perfect financial solvency in the countries where he has operated for
the past five years, including his own;
?
fulfilling the ISO-1400 norms justifying on the part of the developer a real
concern to protect the environment and biodiversity;
?
The admissibility of the project as regard to the regulations, procedures and
set specifications;
Recommendation to DZNF when it comes to authorizing the developer to
continue the project;
Decision of the DZNF whether to authorize or not the applicant.

?
In case of inadmissibility of the file, the developer shall be notified by letter
with acknowledgement of receipt;
?
In case of admissibility of the file the applicant shall be invited to sign an
agreement in principle with CNZF authorizing him to submit a complete technical
study;
?
the CFI shall also receive a copy of information and eventual follow up.

Operating Mode

Admission to a Free
zone

The applicants shall be approved for six months, beginning with the
date of the publishing of the agreement or the convention, to launch
the laying out work.
After this deadline, a letter shall be sent to him and he shall be given
a new deadline of (3) three months which he shall be asked to abide.
At the end of this additional deadline, the CNZF shall order the
annulment of the contract, except for Act Of God, in which case the
developer shall be given a deferment of ninety (90) days.
The legal or natural person who wishes to open business in the Free
zone shall submit his request directly to the developer or the operator
of the targeted Free zone.
The latter is authorized to proceed legally, however, it is expected that
the legal or natural person shall fulfill the norms and criteria
established by the law to this effect, while notifying the CNZF.

Activities that are legally possible in the Free Zone in Haiti
Industry
Insurance companies
Production of electrical energy
Legal law firm
Production of industrial goods
Training centers
Assembling of various articles
Food Processing
Special services
Banking Services, exchange service
Commerce
Other services
Buying and selling of various products
Tourist services: hotels and associated
Storage of products in transit toward
services by the norms of tourist Free
Third world countries
Zone
Renting spaces for fairs and other
Clinic or specialized hospitals
International commercial activities
Retiring homes for senior citizens
Conditioning and various
Center of detoxification
manipulations
Residence with Jacuzzi—to provide
of products without changing the tariff
health care services ( showers, theraheading
peutic care)
Scientific services
General services
Electronic services
Enterprise of logistics and wrapping
Air travel and maritime agencies

good functioning.
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